
 

 

2 October 2018 
 

Dear Parent/Carer 

Re: Ear/additional piercings and standards 

I am writing to all parents/carers to explain why our uniform policy is what it is and why your support is so 
important in helping us to maintain standards. I understand that fashion goes through phases and, as a school, we 
strive to be consistent and transparent in how we establish our uniform dress code. Our policy regarding all 
piercings (one small stud in each ear lobe) has been in place for over 10 years. If students wish to have additional 
piercings, these should be carried out at the beginning of the summer holiday so that the 6 week period enables a 
great deal of healing to take place.  In this way, the additional piercings can be removed and not worn in school. 
They can, of course, be worn to and from school, so that the piercing does not close over the 7 hour period that a 
student is in school. 

Caludon Castle has a very strong and positive reputation in the city, and is consistently in the top 2 of the most 
oversubscribed schools in Coventry. Routinely, over 500 parents apply for the 250 places that we have each year. 
Our contact with parents tells us that parents are drawn by our high standards and results. All visitors to our 
school, and observers whenever our students have been on visits elsewhere, remark on the high standard of 
uniform and behaviour. Along with our governors, we, as a staff, and the overwhelming majority of parents, 
believe that focussed application on learning stems from such an approach. We know that employers and colleges 
regard Caludon students very highly in their applications because of these standards. This is also a key factor in 
why we are able to recruit teachers so that we are fully staffed in all subject areas continuously. This is the case 
despite the national shortages that affect so many schools and that I am sure you have read and heard about. It is 
also true that for many years Caludon has not had any students who are NEETS (Not in Education, Employment 
or Training) at the end of KS4 and KS5, a key factor being the sense of prestige that our standards carry with 
employers and colleges/universities. Thus, we know that how we set our standards now bodes well for the future 
prospects of the overwhelming majority of our students. 

We have a strong and very active student leadership focus at Caludon and, through a variety of channels, 
students are given the opportunity to give us feedback and make representation regarding our uniform policy. 
The student leadership body was instrumental in heralding changes in our PE kit in the recent past, which met 
with universal approval. At no time has the desire for additional piercings been raised. 

I am pleased that the overwhelming majority of you support the school in upholding our standards. As you can 
appreciate, we have to hold the line on what might appear to be minor infringements because if we don’t, where 
will the line be drawn? I urge you to continue to support us so that our time and energy is focussed on securing 
the best outcomes for your children so that their futures can be bright. 

You can always find our most recent uniform policy on our school website –
http://www.caludoncastle.co.uk/parents/uniform/  

Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 

Mrs M Marr Ms A Dudgeon  
Headteacher Associate Headteacher



 

 

UNIFORM – CALUDON CASTLE 
CHECKLIST – SEPTEMBER 2018 

 
Please ensure correct uniform is worn at all times and correct equipment is taken into school.  
 
We recommend that you purchase uniform from our preferred uniform suppliers – Andy Blair Sports and School Wear; Cat 
Ballou Originals Ltd; Clive Mark Online. If you purchase from other sources, please be aware that their view of 
(fashionable) school wear is not ours. Therefore, you run the risk of your child not being in appropriate school uniform.  
 
A list is provided below. These are all available from Andy Blair Sports and School Wear, Cat Ballou Originals Ltd and Clive 
Mark Online.  

Blazer     Black 

Badge  Caludon badge 

Trousers  Black: with either front or side zip fastening, beyond ankle in length. (No jeans, corduroy, stripes, slits, legging 
type, or excessively narrow legs; no decorative belts 

Skirts Plain black - non-stretch material (knee length and of plain design and shape. Not low-waisted or skin tight) 

From September 2018, for Y7, approved school logo skirts ONLY in either pleated or A-line design.  The 
logo must reach at least the knee. Skirts are available from stockists Andy Blair, Cat Balou or Clive Mark 
Online. This will apply for Year 8-11 from September 2019, although during the year, when skirts are 
being replaced, it is advisable that school approved logo skirts are purchased. 

Socks    Plain black (not patterned) 

Tights   Plain black or neutral 

Shirt/Blouse  White (with collar that can be buttoned at the neck and long enough to be tucked in) 

Tie    Clip ties (including approved school sport elite ties) 

Shoes Flat, black (no fashion shoes, slipper/flip flop style, PLAIN all black trainers are allowed (no coloured, stripes or 
flashes.)  Low ‘business like’ ankle boots are allowed but trousers must cover the ankle section of the boot.  Large 
boots such as ‘doc martens’ are not allowed) 

Bag Practical (strong and big enough for all equipment and resources to be brought to school) 

In addition if required: 

Pullover Plain black ‘V’ neck only (no sweatshirts, hoodies, cardigans, zip tops should be worn inside the school 
buildings.) 

Scarf    Not football club or similar 

Outer coat         Raincoat, overcoat, plain, dark (jackets/coats to be big enough so that blazers can be worn underneath. In 
school, blazers are to be worn.  Coats/ hoodies are not to be seen in the school building.   

Jewellery  One pair small studs (one in each earlobe). No body, facial or mouth pierced items. No other jewellery, including 
charity bands, to be worn) 

Make-up        Year 7-10: No eye make-up, mascara, blusher, eyeliner or lipstick (a subtle application of concealer is 
allowed.  No decorative nail extensions/nail polish allowed) 

Year 11 only: Year 11 students are permitted to wear a subtle/discreet application of make-up, including: 
eye shadow, mascara, foundation, blusher and lip colour. The following are NOT allowed: false eyelashes, 
nail polish of any description, nail extensions/acrylics etc. 

Hair     Extreme hairstyles in terms of style are not acceptable (large hair accessories are also not acceptable.  If hair 
is coloured it must be in a natural colour (not an extreme shade).  A plain dark ribbon/headband is acceptable)  

Tattoos Please note that in the UK “it shall be an offence to tattoo a person under the age of 18”.  Tattoos are not 
acceptable in school. 

Basic equipment 

Every student is expected to provide the following basic items of equipment for every lesson: 
Pencil, eraser, black or blue pen (and a spare), ruler, reading book, calculator – for some courses you will need a scientific 
calculator 
You may find it is useful to have a prittstick, a set of highlighters, a French/Spanish dictionary and an English pocket 
dictionary. 

 


